
PART 85: COMBINATION (D)

ACCURACY. In Figure 158 the
disks E·l and F-l are three feet
apart center to center. If the
shooter aims and shoots at F-l
accurately along the line of cen-
ters JK of the two disks, the first
target disk F-l will be struck ex-
actly on center and it in turn will
hH the second target disk E-l ex-
actly on center.

However. if as in Figure 159
the shooting line happens to be at
LC, a shade more than one inch
to left of the line of centers JK,
the shooting disk C (shown at in
stant of impact before glancing
off to the left) will drive the firs
target disk F-3 SO as to just mis
E-2 (passing it at F -4), and th
combination shot will be a fail
ure.

In order for the first disk F-
to hit the second disk E-2, the
shooting line must be within on
inch of the center of F-3, whethe that success is impossible for the
to left or right. longer separations, but that the third of an inch. bination is made at an angle, as

Considering the two probability of success is lower. ANGLE. The foregoing figures shown in Figure 160, the effect of
disks . of a combination to be Therefore when a shuffler is apply to the case of a combina- the angle on accuracy is slight if
placed at various distances apart, about to attempt a combination tion in which the aiming line is the angle is small, but for strik-
it is not difficult to calculate sim with the disks nine feet apart; along the line of centers of the ing angles of over 30 degrees the
iJarly the accuracy required fa he may well ask himself whether two target disks, that is, when effect is material, and has the
the various distances. In the tal he can reliably count on shooting the three disks are lined up on a general result of decreasing the
ble there are shown typical dis- so as not to miss the center of straight line. accuracy of the play and making
tances apart and the correspond the first disk by more than one- On the other hand, if the com- the shots less reliable.

An important consideration in
the. USe of combinations is the
degree of accuracy required for
their success, and this of course
largely governs the question as
to whether such a shot should be
selected for any particular situa-
tion.

ing limiting amounts by which
the shooting line may diverge to
right or left and still cause a
hit to be made on the second disk.

It is evident that the longer the
combination, the greater will be
the difficulty of hitting the sec-
ond disk.

WHAT CHANCES? In general
it may be concluded that for sep-
arations of three feet the chances
are good, for separations of six
feet they are low, and for sep-
arations of nine feet they are
very poor. This does not mean

ACCURACY REQUIRED
IN COMBINATIONS

Distance
of disks
apart,
center to
center

Limit that
shooting
line may
diverge
and still
cause hit
on second
disk
3 inches
1 inch
1/2 inch
% inch

1 foot
3 feet
6 feet
9 feet 158 Figure 160Figure Figure159

PART 86: COMB~NATION (El

Number Number Percentage Proportion
of hits of misses of hits of success

30 4 88 pct. 7inS
35 35 50 pet. 1in2
16 31 34 pet. 1in3
12 21 36 pet. 1 in 3

4 12 25 pet. 1 in 4

97 103 48 pet. 1 in 2

In the preceding article there
was discussed the degree of ac-
curacy required for success in
combination shots. In further pur-
suance of this idea, the question'
anses as to what are the actual
percentages of success of such
shots in the play of experts.

PERCENTAGES OF SUCCESS IN COMBINATIONS PLAYED BY EXPERTS

Number of
attempts

Distance apart,
center to center,
in feet

0-2
3·4
5·6
7·8

9 or mOTe

34
70
47
33
16

TOTALS 200

of tournament places. esting and instructive, although
All of the records were drawn in an unexpected way. This oc-

from the last three rounds of th curred in the final match of the
particular tournaments, that is, ational Tower Tournament at
quarterfinals, semifinals and fi- Lak= Wales January 28. 1956.
nals (including play-offs for third The final match was being
and fourth places). fought out between two strong

SURPRISE. The observation of teams, one from Sunshine Club of
one match was especially inter- St. Petersburg composed of Carl
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EXPERTS' PERCENTAGES.
Whatis the value of knowing
such facts? It is based on the
idea of the selection of the best
shot to play in any given situa-
tion. If a shuffler has a choice
between two shots which will OBSERVATION. We have ob-
gain for him about the same served and recorded the action
score, and one of the shots is in 200 combination shots played
easy and sure with a high per-, in 25 games by 34 experts in
centage of success, while the oth-, statewide tournaments.
er is difficult and doubtful with The experts observed were
a low percentage of success, of winners of places in statewide
Course the choice should be marie tournaments, and in most cases
to play the easy and sure shot, were the winners of a number



.of two feet or less, the percent- only 25 per cent, or one shot in

.ages of success would be high, four. In other words, there were
and this is shown to be true, with three misses for each four at-
88 per cent of hits, and only one tempts.
miss in eight tries. .,. The question must anse as to
However, for distances of three whether combinations are desir-

or four feet, the percentage of able at distances of five fpet or
success in 70 attempts w~s only .more when the experts miss from
50 per cent, or one shot m two. 63 to 75 per cent of their at-
This is lower than was expected, tempts
but appears to be a sound fig- .
ure.
For five to six feet and for

seven to eight feet the percentage
is about the same for both, that
is, a hit for one shot in three.
Otherwise stated, this means that
two tries in three were misses.
It would be logical to expect

that the percentage of hits for
7-8 feet would be lower than for
5-6 feet. but it happened that the
cases actually observed did not
bear out this logic. The facts are
.recorded as they were observed.
, For distances of nine feet or
more, the percentage of hits was

It should be clear that combi-
nations of nine or more feet
should hardly ever be used unless,
heir use is forced by the situa-
ion. In fact it is apparent that
Ithe experts who were observed
sed few shots of such lenzths.

Of course there are a number
f factors to be considered in the
election of the shot for each sit-
uation, and the percentage of
probable success is one of them.
The selection of the best play to
use in any case should be the re-
sult of consideration of the vari-
pus factors.

Figure 161 Figure 162 Figure [63
W. D. Tripp, the shooter Red Ible. He succeeded, and made a

with the score 44 to 54 against gain of 15 points for the shot and
him, then played a gentle corn- for the half-round, reaching the
bination shot with the last-shot to over-all score of 59 to 54.
knock A-I gainst C-1 for a dou-

for each of the combination shots
S;:iTh:n:an" then five times nation- were the name of the player, the
ci ril2mpioo. an~ Henry Bad1?D, -distance between ?isks. and
- times national champion. whether the first disk hit or

other from KISSImmee, missed the sJlcond disk.
composed of Webster and ~anet The ultimate purpose of the

fib, each with a national 'shots such as to knock away one
championship. or bo'th disks, or to kitchen them,
There were thus a total of 10 to make a score, to clear the

national champion~hips among kitchen, etc., were too varied to
the four players: ThIS appeared to justify tabulation in any wa~ so
be an opportunity to gather sta- that statistics could be derived
tistics on the subject and to base, from them. This would therefore'
it on top-level playing. mean that a number of the plays
Accordingly a record was made classified as hits did in fact fail

of every combination' attempted. wholly or partly to accomplish
As a surprise development, It was the ultimate purposes of the shots.
found that every attempt at a The table in the box shows the
combination failed. The fact was information found.
that the four experts kept the
board so clear throughout the two COMMENTS. The results are
games of the mat.ch that there illuminatina,
was only one occasion that called Considering all 200 plays, the
for a combina!ion shot, and that experts made just under 50 per
happened to fall. cent successful, that is, one sue-
DATA. Considering the records. cess in two tries.

gathered in the 25 games, among It would of course be. expect-
. it s of data recorded ed that for the shorter distancesvarIOUS I em

PART 87: COMBINAT!ON (F)

Another situation in which ato put A it the kitchen.
combination is applicable is
shown in Figure 161, in which the SELECTION. Figure 162 shows
opponent has just bunted a black another case in which an enemy-
.scoring disk E into the 8-area, scoring disk E is covered by two
'where it is covered by two disks guarding disks F and G, and the
A and F, one red and one black. shooter has the choice of which
The evident method of spoiling; disk, F or G, to knock against E.

E is to knock one of the other Although he can make a straight
disks A or F against it. At the hot in playing F, it would nor-
distance of about four feet it rnally be preferable and more ac-
seems that whichever disk is curate to make the shorter shot
knocked at E'may possibly stop by knocking G against E.
against it and remain In place
for a score. . A VARIATION of the foregoing
Obviously, from the point of situations that is seen from time

view of the shooter Red, it would to time is that shown in Figure
be disadvantageous to enable F· 163 and which occurred in the
to score in this way, and con- final of the Full Moon Singles
versely it would be advantageous Tournament Dec. 16, 1954.
for the red disk A to score. So it With only disk A-I previously
would normally be preferable to on the board, Red had shot to
shoot A against E instead of F hide C beyond A-I, but it had
against E. stopped on the 7-8 cross-line at
However, bearing in mind that C-!. Thereupon Black had shot H

A may not hit E, but may miss to block a later attempt to dou-
and go beyond, it would be inad- ble with C-1. This left three disks
visable to use kitchen speed for on the board A-I, Hand C-l (all
the shot, for the result might be drawn with full lines.)

o ®®

PART 88: COMBINATI·ON (G)

Her only chances were either to
put F' in the kitchen or to play
a combination. The combination
would knock B or C-1 against
either G or H or both, hoping to
spoil G and perhaps put it in the'
kitchen, or to put H in the kitch-

A situation that is not only suit-
able for a combination but prac-
tically demands- one is shown in
Figures 164 and 165. This situa-
tion occurred in one of the last
rounds of the 1957 district-wide
Times-Mae Barber Shuffleboard

Tournament at St. Petersburg. F, Band C-l.
Mary Scalise, shown as playing The shooter Red, on the right

with the black disks, was leading could not see G for. a direct hit
by a score of 72 to 29, and had a and could not knock F against it
winning score on the board for a because B was in the way. Nor
7 at G. Also there were non-scor- could he see H to put it in the
ing disks on the board at E, H" kitchen.
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REVERSAL. Another combina-
tion involving a kitchen shot oc-
curs when one of the players has
hit a cripple and put it in the

SPECTACULAR FINISH. In kitchen, stopping the shooting disk
the 1939 Sears-Roebuck Tourna- in scoring area for a 7, where-
ment (corresponding to the men's upon the opponent reverses the
divison of the present Orlando situation. with' a gain of up to
Singles Tournament> the final 34 points for the shot. This type
was being contested between Har- of action was described in Parts
ry Woolman of Mirror Lake and 68 and 79.
Baker. of W.inter Haven. SPOIL DOUBLE. It was saId
As m Figure 167, Baker had. in Part 42 that the front-and-rear

on the board an advantage of double is vulnerable, in that both
30 points, with two of Woolman's disks can often be spoiled with
red disks A and B in the kitch- a single shot,' a combination. Fig-
en for 20-off, and with a black ure 168 shows a situation that oc-
disk H-l in the 10-area. curred immediately after a front-
At the last-shot, Woolman and-rear double had been made

played the combina~ion .that was by Henry Badum, three times
demanded by the situation, that, national champion, in a 1955 Yule-
is, to knock H-l against both A tide tournament match against
and B. Henry Andringa, also a former
His shooting disk hit H-l with national champion. E-l should be put in the kitch- -1. Since E-! was less than a

a full hit and stopped in the 10- The scor~ was about even, 23 en. The shot was perfectly sue- disk's width beyond the 7-8 cross-
area at D. H-l was knocked to 22, and It was the fourth shot cessful. ine, F stopped on the 7-8 cross-
against beth A and Band stopped of the ~alf-round, to be played As shown in Figure !69, the ine at F-2 when it hit E-!. Fi-
between and against them in the by Andringa, the shooter Red. shooting disk B hit F-l and ally, due to the use of kitchen
kitchen at H-2. Both A and B He shot to knock F-l against stopped as it hit to score an 8. peed, E-! was tapped into the
were knocked from the kitchen. E-!, using kitchen speed so that F-! was knocked directly against kitchen at E-2.

en, or perhaps both to spoil G ing disks F-l and G-l, which
and glance' off to put H in the were protected by two other
kitchen. disks E and H-!. No other disks
She could point her combination were on the board. The 14 points

at G, or at H, or between them on the board represented by F-l
with the hope of hitting one or; and G-l would brine, his score to
both. 74, and he would have the last-

She played her shooting disk shot in the next frame and prob-
against C-l for a combination as ably would win the game and
in Figure 165, and C was knocked match quickly.
against H, but it stopped on the Tansky could not see to hit
line at C-2 for no score. H was' either F-l or G-l, but the situa-
knocked entirely through the tion demanded that he play a
kitchen, combi~ation with the objective
Since there was no change in of spoiling either F-l or G-l or

the score lying on the board, both.
Mary Scalise won the game. His play was apparently to try

to knock H-l so as to hit between
.ANOTHER CASE, .shown in F-l and G-!, using kitchen speed,

Figure 166, .was described to us in the hope of spoiling and kitch-
by Carl Spillman, topmost all- ening one or both target disks.
time shuffler. He was playing
against Lew Tansky, also an ex- H-! was knocked first against
pert player, in the third and de- F-l and glanced to hit G-l, then
ciding game of the final match ~topped against G-l on the ce~tef
of the Florida State Champion- line at H-2. F-l was knocked into
ship Tournament at Sarasota the kitchen at F-2, G-l stopped
Feb. 6, 1958, and the score was on a line at G-2.
60 to 41 in his favor. Gain for the shot: 24 points,
On the board he had two scor- Gain for the half-round: 10 points.

-PART 89:COMBINATION (H)

Among the various cases in
which a combination is played
against a double target beyond
the first struck disk, the follow-
ing play has been described to
Us by Dwight K. Hubbard, one of
the all-time greats.

Gain for the shot: 50 points,
and with them the game, match
and tournament.

PART 90: COMBINATION (I)

t
® 0 I8l 0 ~ 0Scalise Scalise SpUlman Tansky72 29 79 29 60 - 10 41

Figure 164 Figure 165 Figure 166
The game was prolonged, butlgame and match and state cham-
Carl Spillman eventually 'Won the pionship,
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o
Andringa.
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Figure Figure Figure167 168 169

A special type of combination'liS shown in Figure 170, and OC-'ltiallY on the board, and laYlshooting disk C to hit B-! 011 the
which approximated the action of'l curre~ in a social game. O~l? 'about three or four inches apart. r~ght side, and then the s~ooting
disks in contact (Parts 61-64), two disks A-I and B-1 were mI-., The shooter Red played the disk glanced off to the right to
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C. B-1 was knocked diagonally to driven directly against the cen-
the left against A-I and then ter of the second disk, it is liable
glanced further to the left and to stop as it hits, for a score.
stopped in the 10-area at B-2. At for the opponent, and this can atl
the same time A-I was tapped times be avoided, especially
lightly onward to A-2. when the two disks are close to-
Gain for the shot: 18 points. gether, by aiming to hit the first.

disk off center so that it will in'
ANOTHER COMBINATWN, turn hit the second disk off cen-

involving disks fairly close to- ter and glance to the side with-
gether, is shown in Figures 171 out scoring.
and 172. The score was not crtt- That Vias done in this case.
ical, at 10 to 7. The shooter was The shooting disk was aimed to
Larry Schoch, then national open the right of center of H-1 and
singles champion, who was play glanced off to the right to score
ing against Jerry Anderson, an- an 8 at D, Figure 172. Disk H-1,
.other top-level shuffler. It was in having been hit to right of center,
the 1954 Dimco-Gray Tourna- was driven diagonally to the left
ment at Lakeland. to hit G-1 to left of .center and

. then glanced off to the left out
.At his last-shot, Larry had a ,of scoring area to H-2. G-1 was

disk C .on t~e board for a 7, ~smoved diagonally to the right
shown m Figure 1~1, while hi s and stopped on the intersection
opponent had two. diSks,. G-1 an of lines at G-2.
H-1, for 16 potential pomt?, sep- The shot was made with gentle
arated by about 8 to 10 inches, force. This allowed D to score
edge to edge. instead of glancing out of the
As discussed in Part 82. when scoring diagram as would have

a combination is to be made and occurred for a speedier shot.
the first enemy target disk is This also resulted in G not be-

PART 91: COMBINATION (J)

When a di~k is -:ve~lhidden. and aiming point about 11/2 inches
must be spoiled, It IS sometimes ouside the left edge of the first
rea~hed more r~adily by a combi- target disk G. The shot was sue-
n~tlOn played diagonally from the cessful, both disks G andC were
Side ~han by a long combination spoiled and the game was saved
that IS more nearly in a straight .
line, as shown in one case in SACRIFICE? In a tournament
Part 87. game the score was: Black 63,
DIAGONAL COMBINATION. In Red 32. Each player had a scor-

Figure 173 there is shown a situ- ing disk in the 7-area, at B-1 and
ation as seen by Ralph Black- F, Figure 174, which would bring
man, the national closed cham- the score to 70 against 39, putting
pion of the year in the Gateway Black within one scoring shot of
to the Gulf Doubles Tournament winning the game. Also the oppo-
. at. Gulfport. March 17, 1957 in nent Black hadtwo disks G and
the play-off for third and fourth E protecting the scoring disk F.
places. In this situation it was impor-
As indicated in the diagram ~ant f.or Red to spoil Black's scor-

with the score 71 to 53 against his I~ng disk F, even at the sacrifice,
side, his immediate opponent H. need be, of his own scoring
Edna Robbins had the advan- disk B-l. .
tage. She had a scoring disk GOne P?sslble shot. wa~ to knock
on the board that would bring B-1 against F, as In Figure 175.
the black score to 78 points and At the striking angle of about 60
game if left there, but it was in degrees, it wa~ necessary to use
the open and exposed. There was an

f
airmng point 5% inches to

also a red disk in the ~dtchen, le:t of the ~eft edge 0 f B-1, a very
protected by the double guard thin shot, In fact so thin that an-
composed of Hand B. other ~14 inch to the left would
It was imperative for Red to result. In a miss.

~poil the black scoring disk G If ~IS shot were to diverge to
In order to save the game, and the right alm?st two inches, it
also it was of course desirable to would still drive B-1 against F
put it in the kitchen either di- because B-1 and F were close to-
rectly or by knocking it against gether. .Also the s~ooting disk
the kitchen disk C in order also ~ould still pass G Without hitting
to drive C from the kitchen. It. The total permissihle diver-
Blackman played the combina- gence to left and right would

tion as indicated. The striking therefore total about 2314 inches.
angle requir~d was about 45 de- In contrast, for a longer com-
grees or a little larger, with an bination to drive E against F,

5.6

e o eAnderson
10

® (.)
Anderson L. Schocl!
10 7

o
L. scl-ocn

%.2.

Figure 170 Figure 171 Figure 172

ing driven far enough to hit and t Gain' for the shot: 24 points.
spoil the friendly disk C. Gain for ths frame: 15 points.

® 0 ®Robbins Blackman 63
71 53

o Q9
32 63

o
39

Figure 173 Figure 174 Figure 175

with a distance of about 6%. feet B-1 against F, as in Figure 175.
between the disks, it would re- He made his shot and spoiled F,
quire the divergence to right or also actually leaving B in scor-
left be less than one-half inch ing area at B-2 after backstop-
(Part 85), or that the total .di- ping it against F. So he did not
vergence allowable would be IIm- make a sacrifice.
ited to one inch, as compared Gain for the shot: 7 important
with 2% inches above. points from the opponent's pros-
Thus even the thin-hit combi- pective score.

nation against the side of B-1 HANDLE ON IT. Another vari-
would have greater promise of ation of this type of combination
accuracy and success than the is in the situation after the oppo-
longer and straighter combina- nent has put a handle on a hid-
'tion to drive E against F. den disk, as described in Parts
, The shooter played to knock. 28 and 40.



A spectacular combination was Or (2) he could attempt to put
played in the final of the men's the black disk H-l in the kitchen.
doubles of the Full Moon Doubles This would be a fair idea, but
Tournament at Lakeland Dec. 16, it would be much better if com-
1954. bined with the next possibility.
The final match was being Or (3) he could try to spoil the

played between one team com- red disk G-l by means of a com-
posed of Carl Spillman and Ralph bination, driving H-l or B
Perreault, of Sunshine Shuffle- against it.
board Club in St. Petersburg, and Or (4) he could combine (2)
another team comprising W. D. with (3) by playing a combina-
Tripp and Ben Arnett of Oak- tion to try to put both H-l and
ridge Park at Lakeland. All fou G-l in the kitchen.
players were experts, and have In general, if one disk is driven
since been ranked as 1, 7, 25 and against another in a combination
26, respectively, in our All-Time shot, anyone of a number of var-
Roll of Champions. Both teams iations may occur. Either or both
wer s outstanding in their doubles disks may score, stop on a line,
teamwork. stop in the kitchen, or leave the'
The Sunshine team had already board. These results may develop

in many different variations. The
won one game, and was leading resulting possible scores will vary:
in the second game by a score Figure 176 Figure 177
of 55 to 6, widely.
Tripp, shown in the diagram on It would require extremely ac- When there is an opportunity 54 to 59, with Oakridge ahead.

the right, playing Red, was di- curate shooting to insure the sue- for putting two disks in the kitch- However, after this the Sunshine
rectly opposed to Perreault, while cess of any particular one of the en with a combination shot, the team of Spillman and Perreault
their partners were of course at various possible shots. But the shuffler does' not count on mak- forged ahead to win the game,
the other end of the court. As shooter would probably try for ing !t, but he tries ~nyhow: hop- the match, and the tournament.
shown in Figure 176, Perreault the, most ad~~n.tageous of the mg for success once in a while.
had a black disk G-1 in the 7- va:lOus possibilities and hope, to Tripp played. his combi.nation WITH A CRIPPLE, such as G-I
area, well protected by black disk gain by some one of the van a- to d~lve H-I ak~amst G-l, with' ap- in Figure 178, belonging to the
H-I and red disk B. It was tlOonfs·th· 'b'l't"t Pf·roxtlrd~akteIHY1 Itchend speed. t Tthheopponent and lying on the near
Tripp's last-shot of the frame. .. e various POSSI I lies,. I irs IS. - was. riven a e, line of the kitchen, and another

IS Improbable that Don Tnpp s~cond disk G-I With exactly. tile enemy disk H-l in scoring posi-
POSSIBLE PLAYS_ As we ex- considered each one. However, right angle ~nd spe~d. Both disks tion nearer the shooter, a com-

amine this situation, we see that his team was far behind in the separated vlld~ly, Figure 177, and bination to put both disks in the
there were several possible plays score, in a difficult and losing bot~ stopped in the. kitchen, The kitchen is invited. The disk H-I
open to Don Tripp. situation, demanding a series of audience was astoDlsh~d and ap- is played to hit G-l at about the
He could (1) shoot for a score kitchen-pl~ying attempts on the plauded loudly, and It may be right or left edge.

of 8 on the open left side of the part of hIS team which are the tha~ Don was a~most as as- The percentage of success in
board, in which case the over-all usual m~asures to reverse a tonished as th,e audience. such shots is quite low, but a
score would reach 63 to 14. But commanding lead by the oppo- The ,net gam. for the shot was kitchen shot is often tried in sucb
this would bring the opponents nents. 27 points. Gain for the half- a situation and it costs little to
closer to the winning score of 75, COMBINATION AND kitchen, ~ound: 20 points, Resulting score add the possibility of making it
which would be an advantage for So Tripp evidently decided to at- m the game: 35 to 6. two in the kitchen. By repeatedly
the opponents even though the tempt a combination to put both The Oakridge team then con- attempting such shots when the
Oakridge team would gain a lit- of the opponent's disks in the tinued to gain on their opponents opportunity appears, success is
tle. kitchen, striking H-l first. until they reached the score of occasionally attained.

PART 92: COMBINATION (K)

P/,RT 93: COMBINATION eLJ

Occasionally a situation devel-
ops in which a triple combination
is possible. In such cases the
shooter will usually play for a,
double combination that is part of
the triple combination, and will
hope that the triple may result.

A TRIPLE COMBINATION'i
played against three disks in di-

I rect line, was played in The
Times Bay Area Tournament, at
St. Petersburg, Oct. 20, 1954. The
score, in a hard-fought game, was
about 52 to 52.
As shown in Figure 179, the

shooter Red ,at the sixth shot of
the half-round faced a situation in

which the opponent had a scoring
disk E-l for a 7, well protected
by a double guard consisting of
a red disk partly on the line at
B-1 and a black non-scoring disk
.at G·!' The three disks were in a
straight line.
H G-1 were driven against B-1

it appeared probable that it would
tap B-1 into scoring position, and
in addition there were .chances
that B-1 would hit E-1 to spoil
the latter and perhaps' put it in
the kitchen.
The shooter played to make the

combination (Figure 180), and
succeeded, with a most encourag.

o
Tripp

6
Perreault
35

o
Tripp

6

o
Perreault
55

Figure 178

ing "pop-pop-pop." The shooting
disk hit G-l on center and stopped
at D. G-1 hit B-1 and stopped on
the line at G-2. B-1 hit E-1 and
stopped at B-2 for a 7. E-1 was
knocked out of the 7-area and into
the kitchen at E-2.
Gain for the shot: 24 points. The

opponent Black did not recover,
and shortly afterward the game
was won by Red.
FOUR DISKS were involved as

targets in a spectacular combin-
ation made by R. H. Roby in one
'of the matches of the Florida
State Championship Tournament
at Lakeland February 1957, and

was described to us by him,
The opponent had won the first

game and was no only far ahead
in score in the second, but had
a big prospective gain lying on
the board which be hoped to re-
tain. As shown in Figure 181, he
had a lead on the board of 27
points, having a 7 at F-1, with
two of the shoo ers disks A and B
in the kitchen. These disks were
protec ed by two non - scoring
disks Hand C-!. '
It looked bad for Dick Roby,

whose last-shot was then to be
played, The court was slow and
there was much drift, which was
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also variable in amount.
Among the shots that he could

play were a double with C-!. In
doing so, he could try to point
C-l toward F-l and the two disks
in the kitchen with the hope that
it might spoil one '0r more of
them. For the double, he would
ordinarily playa rather gentle
shot in order that the disks would
not fly off the board.
Instead, he played a fast shot,

intending rather to spoil as many
of the three scoring disks as he
could.
As shown in Figure 182, the

shooting disk hit C-1 and glanced
only slightly to the right, fortu-
nately stopping for an 8 at D.
C-l was driven against F-1, where
it stopped (or a 7 at C-2.
F-l happened to be hit at the

right angle to drive it between
and against A and B, where it
stopped in the kitchen at F-2. Fi-
nally, A and B were driven out of
the kitchen.
Gain for the shot: 52 points.

This is the largest gain for a sin-
gle shot in tournament .play of
which we have a record.

@ 0 ,.® 0 . ~ Rob:r0' @ Rob:r0

Figure 179 Figure 180 Figure 18.1 . Figure 182

PART 94: COMBINATION (M)

In a minor tournament the .Anderson, the shooter Red, a
shooter Red encountered the sit- top-level player, opposed Wil-
uation shown in Figure 183, with Ham Norris, a skillful shuffler.
his own disk B in the kitchen The score was 68 to 73, respec-
and one of the opponent's disks tively,
E close to it on the near line of At Anderson's last-shot the sit-
the kitchen. Only these two disks uation was as shown in Figure
were on the board (not disk C). 184, with Ncrris having an 8 on

• the board at H which would win
DANGER. The ~hooter ~anted 'the game if left there, so Ander-

to knock away his own kitchen son was forced to spoil H. Also,
disk B, and the. obvious w~y was the shooter needed just one score
to knock the enemy disk Efor himself in order to win the
against it. a reasonable shot game.
However, there was danger. Among his choices he could
Red shot gently rn order to (1) knock away disk H by di-

tap E against B and leave Erect hit with a bare chance of
in the kitchen However. his putting it in the kitchen and lit-
.shooting disk failed to hit EUe chance of scoring with the
properly, merely grazing it and shooting disk.
moving it aside but not off the The six-foot combination (2) to
painted line. His shooting disk knock B against H had ahout two
glanced off slightly to the left to one odds for failure.
.and stopped in the kitchen at C. The short combination (3) to

The shooting disk therefore hit C on the right side and knock
had the desired kitchen speed, it against H, spoil H, and per-
for it stopped in the kitchen. but haps make a double with the
it did not follow the desired shooting disk and disk C or
shooting line. Or perhaps, as dis- make a score with either, ap-
cussed in Part '72 and later in peared much more inviting.
th~ series, there was drif~ which He played for the third choice
rume? th~ shot by swer.vmg the to make the double and combi-
shooting disk to the left Side. nation at the same time. His
COMBINATION, DOUBLE. In shooting disk hit C on the right

.the quarterfinals of the Sunshine side and knocked it against H
'Skyway Tournament at St. Pe- to spoil the latter, but he did
tersburg Aug. 30, 1954, Gerald not succeed in scoring with
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184 Figure 185 '
against F.
Accordingly, Red should block

the line LB from the center of
the opponent's starting area to
his disk B, by placing a guard
on this line, about at C. This
definitely prevents the combina-
tion, although it necessarily
leaves the way open for Black
to shoot directly at F in order
to clear away his kitchen disk.

o THE R COMBINATIONS.
Later on, under the subject .of
Tactics - Selection, there will
be shown other examples of
combinations.

0~
I Norris

73
Figure 183 Figure

either of his own disks.
Gain for the shot: 8 points,

and the game saved .
PREVENTING Combination.

In Figure 185 there is shown a
situation strongly favoring Red,
who has a scoring disk at B,
while his opponent has a disk F
in the kitchen. No other disk is
on the board.
The shooter foresees that at

Black's next shot he will try to
spoil B or F or preferably both.
To spoil both, which would of
course give him the largest gain,
Black would want to play the
combination to knock B



PART 95: CAROM (A)

ANGLE. The most useful an-
gles are those which involve
glancing sharply to the side. as
in Figures 186 and 187. Because

USES OF CAROMS. The ca- of the inaccuracy and unreliabili-
rom, like the combination, is ty of thin hits, as have been dis-
therefore useful in knocking away, cussed several times (Parts 10,
two disks. Also, as will be shown 50 and 57 to 59), attempts at ca-
later, it may be used for glanc- roms which involve thin hits,
log off one disk in order to such as shown in Figure 188,
reach and knock away another should usually be avoided.
disk that is hidden and well pro- There is no certainty and little
tected by a guard (su~h as one probability that the shooting
composed of several disks): and disk after hitting the first disk
whic~ cannot be reached more F i~ Figure 188. will follow the
readily by some other play. desired line JL. It is more lIable
The situations that call for the to make a miss, perhaps along

use of caroms occur less often the line JM or more widely to hitting the first target disk F, medium speed, there are many
than those calling for combina- the right, or similarly along the Figure 186 or 187. The conse- misses in carom shots, and the
tions. Also the carom is general- line JK or more widely to the quence is that, in order to have carom is usually difficult unless
ly more difficult to ~ccomplish. left. . enough remaining force to carry the disks are close together.
Therefore the carom IS less used Some shufflers Will prefer to the shooting disk far enough to
than the combination. attain their judgment of where to hit the second target disk and

aim by simple trial and error still be able to drive it as far as
ANGLE AND FORCE. The key and by the experience gained necessary, considerable extra

elements in a carom are, first, that way. However, the next ar- force must be put into the shot
to strike the first disk F at art ticle will discuss this in more de- from the beginning.
angle which is suitable to cause tail
the shooting disk to glance in the
direction of the second disk, and FORCE. As to the matter of
second, to insure that the shoot speed or force, most of the force
ing disk has sufficient remainin of the shooting disk is lost in

A carom, as shown in Figure
186 or 187 is a shot in which the
shooting disk strikes ODe disk F,
glances off it, and strikes anoth-
er disk G. It is a glancing hit
(Part 19) with the added purpose
of hitting a second disk.

PART 96: CAROM (8)

'1'11<' angles and arnung points
to he used in carom shots are
not so simply, accurately and
satisfactorily determined as in
rho case of combinations.
Because a detailed explanation

h complicated and involves
,;ornc approximations, it is
omitted. and ~1 method if,
described here in terms of actual
<:It·ps to 1)(' taken.

METHOD. In Figure 189 the
I\\'0 disks F and U are to be
knocked away by a carom.
The first step is to look Oll tlit'

board and to visualize a line FG
joining the two disks.
Also visualize a line KF par-

;111('1 to the cross-lines of the
court.
i;:stimatC' the anglo K1<'C; be-

Iween the two lines, In l<'igl1rt·
IS!! it is 20 degrees.
In Figure l!lO there. are three

other angles. 10, :lO and 4" de·
grees.

THE DISTANCE between the
two target disks is of course an
important element in the ease or
difficulty of making a carom. It
is obviously easier to make a

This requirement usually ne- double hit in the situation of Fig·
cessitates a rather fast shot. And ure 187, with the disks close to-
because fast shots tend to be less gether, than in that of Figure
accurate than shots at slow or 186, with a wide separation.

speed to reach the second disk
and hit it with enough force to
accomplish the desired result.

Figure 186

o

Figure 187

The angle KFG has now been
estimated. If the disks are more
than 1wo feet apart, edge to edge.
Ihis is the striking angle.
If the disks are two feet apart,

or somewhat less, the estimated
angle KFG should be increased
by ahout 10 degrees to obtain the
striking angle, as 30 degrees.
If the disks are a foot or less

apart, edge to edge. the est!
mated angle KFG should be in
creased by about 20 degrees to
obtain the striking angle, as
about 40 degrees.
Using various striking angles,

the corresponding aiming points
are the same as for combina-
tions, namely:

Striking
angle,
degrees
10
20
30
45

Aiming point,
distance from
center of disk

1 inch
2 inches
3 inches

4Yt inches

The aiming point is to be t Only the above four angles or
located, as shown at P in Figure pproximations thereto need or-
191, to left or right according as dinarily be considered in estimat-
the carom is to glance to left or ing angles for caroms.
ight.

G3~,

~( .
K~rf····· ·:(i9F3

G4~.

t;{-.--.:t- ".

K·" ··':·@'4
4

Figure 190

o o

Figure 189

Figure 188

Figure 191
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PART 91: CAROM (C)

Since the combination shot Is
more accurate and reliable for a-
head-on shot <Part 851, while the
carom is more accurate for shots
glancing sharply to the side, the
dividing line as to choice is at
about 45 degrees, as indicated in
Figure 192.
.To spoil both E and G, a com-
bination is more suitable than a
carom, and to spoil E and F the
carom is better.
At about 45 degrees, the divid-

ing line, there is not much ad-
vantage either way as far as
accuracy is concerned, although
the combination will probably be
a little more accurate Either
shot involves a rather thin: hit.
Near the dividing line, any

choice is also affected by other
elements of the. situation, such as
whose disks are to be struck,
whether scoring is to be attempt-
ed, etc, (
For example, in Figures 1~3

and 194 it is desired in each l':1SC'

to spoil lwo disks and each in-
valves a shot with striking angle
of about 45 degrees.
In Figure 193, it would be: a

mistake to use a carom and to
glance the shooting disk against
the kitchen disk A, because the
shooting disk. might thereby be
left in the 'kitchen. The combi-
nation is more suitable.
On the other hand, in Figure

194 a combination would knock
G against F, with some possi-
bilily that the G might stop
against F for a score. In the use
of a carom the shooting disk D
might well stop against F for a
score, as shown.
In making the choice, another

consideration is the area to which
the shooting disk will go at the
end of the shot; for example,
whelher it may stop in a protect-
ed area for a score.

Still another considcr.uion may

PART 98: CAROM (D)

scribed in Part 18.As previously mentioned, a con-
sideration in playing caroms is
the distance between the two tar-
get disks. For distances of four to
five feet, carom shots may be
considered as long and difficult.
In the figures shown here the

distances are short. In Figure 195
the disks E and F are abreast.
The aiming point for a carom is
determined as in Part 96. A shot
with such an aiming point should
result in the shooting disk hitting
E with a full hit or nearly full
hit and therefore it should stop
against E, as at point C.
Also, since the two disks are

abreast, the carom would be suc-
cessful if the first hit were made
against E instead of against F.
However, the shooting disk C
would then be stopped on the
center line instead of in scoring
area.
Of course, in case the two tar-

get disks are abreast and less
than six inches apart, as at G
and H in Figure 195, so that no
disk can be shot between them,
,the shot is simply a straight shot
for the mid-point between the two
disks. These two disks then con-
stitute a double backstop, as de-
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REACH "EHIND GUARD. A
typical carom is shown in Fig-
ure 196. A scoring disk F of the
opponent lies in the 8-area and is
so well protected by a triple
guard composed of disks A, E
and G that the shooter Red has
no chance of hitting it directly or
by combination. The disk C lies
off to the side and outside of
scoring area.
The shooter can play a carom

off C and hit F to spoil the lat-
ter, as shown in the figure, and
perhaps may also make a score
for himself, also as shown.

A similar type of carom might
alternatively be made if a disk
were located at point X.

ANOTHER interesting carom
from the 1954 Gold Medal Tour-
nament is shown in Figure 197.
The shooter played his shoot-

ing disk against the enemy scor-
ing disk G, knocking it from the
board. At the same time his
shooting disk glanced to the left
to hit B-1 .and stop against it for
an 8. B-1 was tapped onward to
B-2 for a 7. The carom resulted

o 0®

Figure 192

o 0 o
Figure 193 Figure 194

be that one or the other choice
may result in driving a disk so
as to spoil a friendly scoring

disk. The locations of other disks
onthe board mav alsu affect the
choice in -othcr wavs.

® 0 ® o 0 0
SpillJDa.n And.rson

Figure 195 Figure 196 Figure 197

in a double for Red.
Gain for the shot: 23 points.
PREVENT CAROM. When the

shooter desires to prevent the op-
ponent from making a carom, the

usual method is to sight to deter-
mine how the opponent will at-
tempt the shot and to place a
guard to block the line of the
probable shot.



PART 99: CLEARING THE IOARD(Al

Clearing the board <also called ing of the shooting disk.
"cleaning the board") is illus-
trated in Parts 5 and 74. Keep- Th~ shot should use at least
in the board clear consists of' m~dlUm. speed and .frequently u:se
a g sequence of shots to knock fairly high speed, I~ ord~r to m-
away disks so that the board re- sure that the shooting disk shall
mains clear or nearly so, and to leave. the board a~ eac~ shot.
continue this process throughout Clearing ~he board IS easier and
h If- ound 0 a series of half- more reliable on a fast court

a a r r than on a slow one, because on
rounds. a slow court a shooting disk is
THE PURPOSE is in general more liable to stick.

to ke.ep fro!D the board a~y disk WHEN USED. A shuffler keeps
or disks liable to be disadvan- .
t t th hoot r because the board clear when he IS ahead A G)
ageous 0 e s e in the score or about even <See y
they ma~ offer t?e opponent an also Parts 75 and 77-) (If he is
opportunity to gain a sc?re or to materially behind in the score,
gain an ~dvantage leading to a by about 12 to 15 points or more,
score, as I~ the. case of the cross- he usually avoids clearing the
guard E in FIgure 198, or the board, as that tenos to help the @ 0 @ 0 ® 0
Tampa guard F. opponent)
The disks knocked away are .

usually enemy disks, but occa- When the shooter is ahead or Figure 198 Figure 199 Figure 200
sionally friendly disks when these about even and is to have the
offer advantages to the opponent, last-shot in the frame, he em-
such as in the case of a disk ploys his first three turns of the yond the initial guard in case the clearing the board and frequently
stuck at X, beyond which the op- frame to keep the board 'clear, opponent leaves it there and also misses or sticks, he may be
ponent can hide, or once in a simply contenting himself with allows him a chance to make forced to abandon its use until
while a disk, such as a cripple knocking away each of the op- that shot or to hide in any other he has practiced further with it,
at B which the opponent might ponent's disks, wherever placed, protected area that may develop, and in the meantime substitute
put in the kitchen <Part 79>. if they form any danger or or to take advantage of any er- the procedure of filling-in (Parts
Occasionally the question arises threat, such as a guard E or F, rors made by the opponent. 36 and 37).

as to whether an enemy guard, Figure 198, or enemy kitchen-bait At the seventh shot the shooter
as at E in Figure 199, alone on F in Figure 200. is liable to be faced with an GENERAL USE. Of course.
the board, should be knocked For these half-rounds he can open board and so with a situa- both players can and usually do
away or disregarded. The stand- reasonably hope to keep the tion in which he can hardly hope use this procedure of clearing
ard for judging is that the disk board clear and make scores at for much success. Any scoring the board, which tends to reduce
should be spoiled if it can or the end of most of the frames disk that he could place would be the variety of the game some-
probably will be used by the op- with his last-shots. This therefore fully exposed and perhaps suit- what. However, then: are still
ponent for scoring or for hiding has the effect of deferring the able as a backstop or as a tar- many varied and interesting de-
as at F in such a way as to scoring to the last-shot of each get for the kitchen. velopments of such play. Most
embarrass the shooter. The de- frame. His shot is then usually in the expert shufflers use this type of
cision depends upon the ability On the other hand, when the nature of a last-resort play. He play.
of the opponent, ~nd on the drift. shooter is ahead ~r about even, should generally shoot for a cen- Among some players there is a
If the ans~er. IS doubtful, the and the opponent IS to have the ter - short, at or near the point prejudice against clearing the
safest solu~lOn IS usually to clear last-s~ot. and is not o~ the verge of the scoring triangle, as at Y, board, with which prejudice this
away the disk. of wmnmg, the action of the Figure 200. The center _ short writer does not agree.

shooter is different. will be discussed in detail later. Those who have watched the
THE TYPE OF SHOT is the His first play is usually a energetic and effective clearing

angle hit <Parts 5, 19, 21, 59 and guard. that is, a cross-guard as SKILL. If the shooter is not of the board regularly used by
74), each shot being aimed usu.al- at A, Figure 200, or a Tampa. reasonably good at simple scores Miriam McDavid, four times na-
ly at the edge of the target disk Then for the succeeding shots he' with his last-shots, he should not tional open singles champion, will
and preferably at the outer edge, usually keeps the board clear of use this procedure except mere- smile at the remark she made to
Figure 198. Each shot should be any disks placed by the opponent, Iy as a method of keeping the op- us a couple of years ago with a
well aimed in order to avoid a as at F, Figure 200. At the same ponent's score low. twinkle in her eye, "I don't be-
full hit and the consequent stick- time he is prepared to hide be- Also. if the shooter is weak at lieve in clearing the board."

PART 100: CLEARING THE IOI4RD (I)

Keeping the board clear is no/ ent can use it as a guard and pect of the-tactics of keeping the B in Figure 202 <considered as
easy. In fact it is difficult to do hide beyond it, that shot is not board clear is the ease with the only disk on the board), the
so without slips or failures. only a failure but is an assist- Which a player may be diverted development of a possible kit-

ance to the opponent. from this type of play. Aside chen shot, or other occurrences,
.S,!,ICKIN.G. The. most serious The same thing appl.ies equal- f~om the simp~e difficulty in con- may divert the .shooter's atten-

difficulty in keeping the board .ly when the shooting disk misses sistently shooting angle shots to tion from keeping the board
clear is the sticking of the shoot- the target disk E and leaves it clear the board and not leave clear, whereupon he finds him-
ing disk. Even though the oppon- in place as a guard. the stuck disks, there are other self no longer following that pro-
ent's disk is knocked away, when No player is exempt from such and more subtle difficulties. cedure.
the shooter's disk inadvertently failures. Even the top experts The appearance of a partly fa- An example of this was men-
remains stuck in its place, as at make them occasionally. vorable guard inviting the snoot- tioned in Part 75, in which a re-
A, Figure 201, so that the oppon- DIVERSION. A surprising as- er to hide beyond it, as beyond mark was made concerning the
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loss of a lead in score because ent's kitchen-bait shots stopped
the shooter was diverted from on a cross-line at F, Figure 203.
clearing the board into an at- Spillman promptly hid a disk at
tempt at a kitchen shot, where- C. Most experts play to hide In
upon he was promplty put in th situations like this.
kitchen by the opponent. One of the characteristics of
For another example, in Fig" keeping the board clear is that

ure 202, assuming both Band F the shuffler who has a well-de-
on the board, the Shooter might veloped habit of its use will tend
try to put F in the kitchen and to ignore opportunities for scor-
to glance to the left under cov- ing (such as beyond B in Figure
er of B, yet fail to glance to the 202) unless he can make a well-
left and thus may leave his protected score, and he may
shooting disk C exposed to a kit- sometimes even ignore good op-
chen shot. portunities.
In order to be able to clear the .

board effectively, the procedure VALUE. As sh?wn in Parts 7~,
should not only be practiced but 75 and 80, clearing the b~ard IS
it should be applied with deter- the normal ~efense. against .a
mination. shuffler. who IS playing the kit-

chen-bait sequence to put the
HIDING. However, a diversion shooter in the kitchen. It is also

from the procedure is not always a defense against other types of
wrong, for a shuffler should con- kitchen shooting.
stantly be prepared to take ad- As also later discussed, when
vantage of really good oppor- there is drift which favors the op-
tunities, especially to hide a ponent, the procedure of keeping
scoring disk. the board clear in order to spoil
For example, in the 1956Cham- the opponent's guards is of spe-

pion of Champions Turnament cial value.
'(and on other occasions) Carl The use of the procedure in the
Spillman was keeping the board doubles game is discussed later
clear, while his opponent played under the subject of "Teamwork
kitchen-bait. One of the oppon- in the Doubles Game,"

PART 101: CLEARING THE BOARD rei

The procedure of Clearing the the box. This table is based upon
board has a great numerical ef- 736 half-rounds of tournament
fect upon the score play.
Whenever a large score is

made in a single frame it must PROTECT A LEAD. When the
necessarily be accdmplished shooter has a material lead in
with a number of disks on the score, one of the opponent's best
board" that is, a player scores ossibil.ities of catching up in the
with several disks. score IS by means of kitchen

play, and another is by shots in-
FEW DISKS SCORED. If on volvinz several disks to build UP

the other hand the board is kept i
clear and is clear or essentially Number Number Pet.
so at the last shot of a half- disks half-
round, one player can score only scored rounds
by simple scoring, usually for 8 0 152
or 7 points, and for not more 1 368
than 10 points. The probable av- 2 169
erage score is about six points 3 33
per half-round for each player 4 13
when he has the last shot, as 5 1
shown in Part 14.
Largely because of the preval-

ence of keeping the board clear,
the number of scoring disks is
generally low. It is interesting to
observe how many disks are
scored per half-round in impor-
tant tournaments, as shown in

has no suitable targets for kitch- should expect to maintain that
en shots or for doubles, or for advantage. and should hope to
complex shots involving possi- reach the end of the game while
bilities of multiple scores. See retainmg that advantage.
also Part 86. Thus the score of For example, suppose that the
each frame is limited to one score is: Red 54, Black 13_ If
disk on the last - shot. As Web Red keeps the board 'clear so
Smith says, "Keep it simple." that each player makes an 8 or 7
Of course, in forcing this situ- on each round, alternating ,with

ation on the opponent, the shoot- the possession of the last-shot.
er usually also subjects himself in two half-rounds the score will
to the same general condition, probably advance to about 62 tq
so that in keeping his opponent's 21, then in two more half-rounds
score low he also keeps down his to about 69 to 29, and shortly af-
own advance in score. terward to game at about 76.
BOTH SCO'RES ADVANCE. Again, if the shooter is to have

As a result of keeping the board the last-shot and is within one
clear, the general effect on the score of winning, that is, with a
over-all score is for both play- score of 67 or more, he should
ers, if they score a reasonable n~rmally keep th~ board . cl~ar
percentage of their last-shots, to WIth the expect!ltlOn ?f winning

736 100 I increase their scores slowly, the last-shot. ThIS applies in gen-
without large jumps toward theeral, regardless of what may be

. . ' f' 1 ' the score of the opponent.
hIS score qUIckly.. . m~ game score. NOT INFALLIBLE. Still, it
The player having the lead m SInce they may expect to ad- must be remembered that the

score can therefore do ~uch to, vanc~ . about equally under such procedure of keeping the board
protect that lead by. keeping thel condlt~ons, the player ~ho has a clear is not infallible, because
board clear so that the opponent material advantage In score -many things can happen.

20.7
50
22.9
4.5
1.8
0.1

TOTAL

62

o ~e o 0 o
Spillman

3928

Figure 20 I Figure 202 Figure 203

There is great vafue in the won by using this procedure. It
play of keeping the board clear, does not always win, for no pro-
consistently used. Numerous cedure does this, but it has solid
tournament matches have been value.


